
Spring wire systems are a cost effective,

versatile and completely humane bird

deterrent. Spring and wire provides an

ideal solution for ornate building facades

where the system's visual impact is an

important factor to be taken into

consideration.

The system works by positioning thin

steel wires, tensioned with springs, just

above a ledge or other feature that is

used by birds as a roost. The wires

present a physical barrier and the

unstable feel of the spring-loaded wires

will deter all but the most persistent birds.

The wires are held in position by vertical

stainless steel posts which are inserted

into water excluding rivets or stick on

bases as shown here.

Spring Wire Systems

A Versatile Deterrent



The No Perch Spring Wire Bird
Deterrent System works
because it creates an effective
physical barrier at the point
where a pigeon or gull attempts
to land. Additionally, there are
variants of the system which
can be applied to awkward
areas such as gutters, steel
beams and pipes. 

Typically it is used on buildings
where there is a low risk of
pigeons and gulls, and where
the aesthetics and the
specification dictate that spikes
are not to be used.  

Whilst we understand that a
sprung wire system is less
obtrusive and that some people
find it more aesthetically
pleasing than spike systems, 
it is does not provide as good a
level of deterrence as a metal
spike system.
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Installation How It Works

Spring wire is quite a subtle system where the heights and distances of

the sprung wires in relation to the feature being protected are very

important. 

Stainless steel posts are set vertically into the masonry by first drilling a

hole then setting the water excluding drive rivet into which the post is

inserted. They are set at centres of approximately 1.5m along the outer

edge. If the ledge happens to be contoured then it will be necessary to

install additional posts to accommodate the contour. The first row is

angled forward slightly to make the system effective and each

subsequent row is positioned at 75mm centres.

The height of the first post is 112mm; each subsequent row alternates

between 150mm and 112mm posts. Split pins are used as an alternative

to posts in window reveals. Once a run of posts has been inserted, nylon

coated stainless steel wire is threaded through the eye in the post. The

wire is then crimped on the outer post, and tensioned along its length

using stainless steel. 

Where it not possible to drill on listed

buildings or when installing the system

on metal cladding it may be possible

install the spring wires using surface

mounted plastic bases.

Deeper ledges, sills and parapets

can be protected with additional

rows of spring wire or by using

horizontal rods. 




